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TORUNN STEINSLAND has always
crocheted and learned how to knit as
well when she had children. HANNE
ANDREASSEN HJELMÅS is a
photographer and takes all the photos
for KlompeLOMPE and designs our
pattern books. The authors' goal is to
design great knitting patterns for
children and adults, patterns for
garments that fit well, are nice to wear
and can be worn for a long time. The
KLOMPELOMPE-series has passed a
total print run of 500 000 copies and
thirteen titles. All books have been
Norwegian best sellers.
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59460 Words

Knit a birthday present and create a fun atmosphere with inspiration from
Klompelompe!

Few things are as popular as home-made knitted gifts for birthdays, whether it is a
rattle or a teddy bear for the little one or a warm and cozy sweater for dad.
But why not decorate for the birthday party itself with inspiration from
Klompelompe? Here are creative ideas for children's birthday parties as well as
birthday celebrations for other members of your family.

The book contains patterns for garments that are nice to give as gifts and garments
that are great to wear at birthday parties. Here are also ideas for all year round
birthday concepts such as carnival birthday, newborn party,  best friend birthday,
grandparent birthday, boat trip birthday, as well as seasonal birthday themes.   

The patterns vary in degrees of difficulty and come with easy directions. In
addition to garments, there are also patterns for party decorations.
The popular Klompelompe teddy bear also comes in new varieties that can become
popular birthday gifts.

Klompelompe's Birthday Party also includes inspiring pictures of a fun birthday
atmosphere with decorated tables, as well as recipes for apple pie and sweet buns.

Foreign rights

Peoples Press, Denmark
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KlompeLOMPE Knitting for little
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